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Abstract: Five areas are examined in which scientism -- the view that the cosmos
is all that exists, and that it is entirely explicable by natural law -- has shown itself
to be problematic even from the perspective of scientific evidence.
One of the major opponents of biblical Christianity in the West since the rise of modern science
has been scientism, the claim that -- to use the words of Carl Sagan -- “the cosmos is all that is, or
ever was, or ever will be.”1
This view has been given various names, depending on the nuance in mind. As an absolutizing of
science to be the only means to true knowledge, it is called scientism.2 As the claim that matterenergy is the ultimate reality, it is called materialism.3 As the belief that everything can be
explained by the operation of purely natural forces without miracles at all, it is called
naturalism. 4 As the view that all the complex organization in our universe has developed by
unguided processes working within natural laws, it is called evolutionism. 5 Though there is some
divergence among these views, for simplicity in this paper we will lump them together and call
them scientism.
Scientism has had significant influence beyond the circle of its own proponents. It changed the
definition of what constitutes true scholarship.6 In every academic field it led to the rise of
models which banished the supernatural from their own territory. Some examples are:
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1. Liberal biblical criticism, e.g., the JEDP theory, that the first five books of the OT were not
written by Moses, an eyewitness of miracles narrated in them, but by anonymous
authors and editors living centuries later and reworking myths and legendary material;7
2. Darwinian evolution, the claim that all the diversity of life on earth can be explained by the
operation of random variation and survival of the fittest;8
3. Marxism, the ideology that human political history is totally economics -- in particular, the
struggle of various social classes for domination;9
4. Freudianism, the claim that human behavior is a result of non-logical, non-moral forces acting
upon or within the human psyche.10
These models, in turn, have provided ammunition for groups with very different worldviews than
scientism, which have typically used it to shoot at biblical Christianity. Muslims, for instance,
use liberal biblical criticism to discredit the Bible and keep their people from seriously considering its message.11 Liberal Christendom has adopted most of the results of scientism, turned
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many away from the faith, all the while trying to retain some place for spirituality and religion.12
Liberation theology has borrowed its insights from Marxism.13 The New Age movement has
taken over evolution and given it a pantheistic or polytheistic flavor.14 Even within evangelical
Christendom, there has been some heavy influence from non-biblical psychologizing.15
Here we propose to look at five areas in which scientism has made large and influential claims,
and to show that such claims face serious scientific problems -- not just theological objections as
would convince only committed Christians. In this way, I trust, we may be strengthened ourselves, and become more effective in helping those around us who may be attracted by scientism
or by its ideas which have penetrated into other circles. The five areas we shall consider are: (1)
prediction; (2) continuity; (3) mindlessness; (4) eternality; and (5) locality.
1. Prediction
The French mathematician Pierre Simon de Laplace (1749-1827) was one of the early proponents
of the idea that the universe is a vast machine which can be explained totally by the operation of
natural laws. His popular work Exposition of the System of the World (1796) proposed that the
sun and earth had arisen from a large gas cloud. Shortly thereafter, Laplace was reportedly
introduced to Napoleon, who asked him what place this left for God. “Sire,” he replied, “I have
no need for that hypothesis.”16
Laplace and others claimed that since the world operated totally on the basis of natural laws, it
would in principle be possible (once these laws were discovered) to calculate the entire future
merely by knowing the position and velocity of all the particles in the universe at one time. Let
us call this the Laplacean program for prediction. To the extent that this project was
substantially fulfilled, it would be a powerful apologetic for the worldview of scientism. In fact,
the mere attraction of the idea itself, given the astonishing advances science was making,
convinced many that scientism was true even without this test.
The Laplacean program, however, has always been in trouble computationally. Consider, first of
all, the question of how big a computer would be needed to make this calculation. Even assuming
that nothing but particles and forces exist, one would need to be able to calculate the movement
of each particle in the universe under the influence of every force acting on it. There appear to be
at least 1080 elementary particles which would need to be tracked by the computer.17 Each of
these particles exerts at least one kind of force on all the other particles within the range of that
force, and the range for two of these forces -- the electromagnetic and gravitational -- is
effectively infinite.18 The number of calculations involved for each time-step is thus
astronomically larger than even the number of atoms and electrons in the universe!
A far more economical strategy would be to build a universe just like ours and watch what it
does.19 But to do this, we need to know exactly what our universe has in the way of particles
and forces. Then we need to get this information set up in the form of a parallel universe. Then
we need to place all the particles in their proper locations with the right velocities. Then we need
to figure out how to make this universe run much faster than ours does so it can get ahead of ours
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and be of some use for predicting the future. The project looks like something God might do, but
nothing we will ever be capable of!
Two basic discoveries of this century -- quantum phenomena in the 1920s and chaotic behavior
more recently -- only serve to bury this project even deeper under its own arrogance.
The strange world of the very small with its quantum phenomena has frightened both Christians
and non-Christians.20 The problem with which we are here concerned, however, involves our
inability to locate the position and velocity of the small elementary particles exactly. This is
more than just a matter of limited precision in measurement, which afflicts all human activity.
The fact is that the nature of light and matter is such that to measure position more and more
accurately, we have to use light of shorter and shorter wavelength, and so larger and larger
energies. Eventually we cross a threshold where the energy of the light we are using disrupts the
very thing we are trying to measure. To measure a particle's position very accurately, we lose
information on its velocity; to measure velocity, we lose information on position. The upshot is
that we cannot even set up our parallel universe exactly in the first place, and (even if we could)
we would have to be satisfied with statistical predictions of what will occur rather than specific
details.
Much has been made in the past few years of so-called chaotic phenomena.21 Nature often does
not behave as simply as we would like. Though scientists have tended to think that small errors
in measurement will only produce small effects in prediction, it is now clear that this is not the
case in many situations. For instance, in the complex world of weather -- the interaction between
our air (with its dust and water vapor) and the sun, land and oceans -- a small change will not
always remain small, but may grow so large that prediction is impossible. The situation is called
the butterfly effect, because it appears that the disturbance produced in the air by the flight of a
single butterfly might sometimes make a big difference in the weather a continent away and a
week later!
Thus the Laplacean program is dead. Even if the universe were a closed system of cause and
effect, it would not be possible to prove this by making predictions of what must happen. The
Christian worldview, by contrast, features the intervention of a prayer-answering God, a
common experience among believers and one which has often functioned to bring unbelievers to
salvation. More publicly testable is the phenomenon of fulfilled prophecy, which has rightly
been an important part of Christian evidences for most of church history. 22
2. Continuity
Scientism has shown a distinct antagonism toward (and fear of) discontinuities in nature -apparent gaps, breaks and singularities. Doubtless this is because such phenomena smack of
divine intervention and have regularly been used by Christians as evidence of such. This
antagonism shows up quite strongly in both cosmology and biology, though we will save our
comments about cosmology for the section “Eternality,” below.
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One of the major attractions of Darwin's evolutionary proposal (for himself and many of his
followers) was that it pictured all change as virtually continuous, being produced by the natural
selection of innumerable small variations. The discontinuities between present varieties of living
things was seen as the result of slow, relatively continuous processes acting over long periods of
time. The violent reaction of biologists in the 1940's to Goldschmidt's “hopeful monster”
hypothesis (with its large mutational jumps) illustrates the powerful emotions raised by even a
naturalistic attack on continuity. 23 But neither the fossil record nor the testable abilities of the
Darwinian mechanism really suggest that this assumption of continuity fits reality.
Though it is “the trade secret of paleontology,” it is true that there are no transitional sequences
of fossils between upper levels of the biological classification scheme.24 Darwin felt the force of
this objection, one of the strongest presented in his own time. He proposed that the fossil record
was woefully incomplete, but that -- should it be possible to fill it in sometime in the future -these transitions would surely show up.
The 135 years of collecting since Darwin wrote his Origin of Species have turned up an enormous
number of fossils from all over the earth -- we now have something like 200 million fossils
catalogued in museums.25 Still no transitional fossils! Already by the 1930's, this lack of
transitions was troubling enough to require evolutionists to postulate that all significant evolution
takes place in small, isolated groups of plants or animals, so that we would hardly be likely to
find the transition fossils. We will say a bit more about this under our discussion on mechanism,
below. Enough here to note that the major events of evolution are missing from the record.
Certainly the fossil record is no argument for continuity!
Another fossil problem is the shape of the fossil record. Textbooks commonly picture the fossils
as showing a “tree of life,” beginning with a single trunk early in earth's history (representing the
primitive single-celled organisms), followed by the major branches into plants and animals. On
each of these branches in turn, we have smaller branches and then twigs going off to form the
living things which exist today. Ignoring the fact that most of the branching junctions on this tree
are hypothetical, the tree has the wrong shape. If Darwinian evolution is true, it should begin
with one species, which would gradually mutate into more species. Then the species should
become divergent enough to form genera, the genera eventually forming families, and so on
upwards in the biological classification scheme to phyla, the major body plans among the plants
and animals. Instead, the fossil record is upside-down! Virtually all the animal phyla appear to
have formed in a very brief period called the “Cambrian explosion” right near the beginning of
multi-celled life, and none (or one) have formed since.26 This certainly looks like a discontinuity!
The Darwinian mechanism -- mutation and natural selection -- is very attractive not only because
it avoids discontinuity but because at first sight it seems to be obviously true. If variation occurs
in all populations of plants and animals (and it does), and if those variations which help an
organism better to survive in a given environment are more likely to be passed on to the next
generation than their competitors (they are), then how could we avoid getting better and better
plants and animals in the course of time? This appears to be true, and suggests that Darwin's
discovery of natural selection really has located a mechanism by which organisms adapt to
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changing environments.
But Darwinists typically jump from here (microevolution) right to so-called amoeba-to-man
evolution (macroevolution), without taking seriously the question of whether a mechanism for
small-scale change will really produce large scale changes. Since extrapolation from one size-scale
to another in other sciences often breaks down (e.g., weather to climate, or Newtonian physics to
relativity), we need to look at the data to see whether or not it does here also, rather than just
plugging in our worldview to solve the question.
When we look at the data, we find trouble. Even if mutation and selection can change (a few)
dark and (many) light colored moths into (a few) light and (many) dark ones, it doesn't follow
that it can produce moths in the first place. Attempts to simulate mutation and natural selection
on a computer do not work.27 Apparently random processes cannot be expected to produce high
levels of organization even in the time and space provided by our whole universe.28 This is a
problem not only for producing the first living things from non-living,29 but also for all the really
substantial changes thereafter. These latter changes require fully functional pathways from one
working system to another, like converting a Volkswagen into a Cadillac without taking it off the
road. How do we get legs to change to wings with all the intermediates not only fully functional,
but good competitors with everything else in their ecological niche? How convert scales to
feathers? Or a two-chambered heart to a three- and then a four-chambered one? Similar problems
exist for explaining the simplest functional forms of various biochemical systems necessary to
photosynthesis, locomotion, vision, and respiration.30 A great deal of hand-waving takes the
place of evidence or even specific proposals for pathways here.
Creationists are regularly sneered at for their “God of the gaps” explanation, which was
frequently plugged into places later explained by natural law. The same procedure, however, is
regularly used by scientism in the form of a “natural law of the gaps.” Just as Bible-believers
have sometimes inserted miracles anywhere in science there appears to be a gap, proponents of
scientism will in the same places (1) suggest an unknown natural law, (2) propose that there is no
gap but only missing data, or (3) invoke the semi-miraculous powers of mutation and natural
selection to bridge the chasm. But science has not succeeded in filling in these gaps. On the
contrary, it appears that several of them are gaps in reality.
3. Mindlessness
For scientism, the only kind of minds that exist in the universe are those which have developed in
the course of its history by mutation and natural selection. Some think this has happened only
once -- here on earth -- but the more popular view is that life and intelligence may be rather
common out there.31 In either case, the beginning of the universe as we know it, and of life, are
mindless. Both Darwin32 and recently Dawkins33 try to explain reality without recourse to a
mind behind the universe. Darwin's work, in fact, has been widely hailed as destroying Paley's
argument that design implies a designing mind behind it.34
But the existence of design in inanimate nature is devastating to this program, and so is the
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question of where the complex organization came from that characterizes even the simplest living
things.
In non-living things -- like the basic forces of the universe, the nature of the chemical elements
and compounds, the frequency of various environments in the universe -- there is no mutation
and natural selection to produce the observed order. How is it, then, that our universe is not only
fit for life (if it weren't, we wouldn't be here), but that this fit involves a level of “fine-tuning”
that takes one's breath away?
For example, the precise fit between the four basic physical forces in our universe is staggering.
The strongest force known is the strong nuclear interaction, 100 times stronger than the
electromagnetic force. Electromagnetism, in turn, is a thousand times stronger than the weak
nuclear force, and the weak force 10 million billion billion billion (1034) times stronger than
gravity. These forces span a range in strength of nearly 40 powers of ten, yet small changes in
the strength of any one of them would render the universe uninhabitable.
If the strong force were only 5% weaker, stars wouldn't burn; if it were 5% stronger, stars would
explode. If electromagnetism were a few percent stronger or weaker, the electrons around an
atom would be held too strongly or too weakly; in either case, there would be insufficient
chemical bonding for life molecules. If the weak force were a few percent stronger or weaker,
there would be no elements heavier than hydrogen and helium outside stars, thus no planets to
live on and no chemicals to support life. If gravity were slightly weaker, stars would never get
hot enough to turn on their nuclear furnaces and no heavy elements would be formed; if slightly
stronger, the stars would be too hot, burn up too quickly, and provide no stable environment for
life. A precise balance between gravity and the expansion speed of the universe is necessary for
it to form galaxies and stars. The positive and negative charges of the electromagnetic force must
cancel out almost exactly so that gravity can dominate at astronomical distances and provide
habitable planets around efficient stars.35
The uniqueness of many chemical elements and the compounds they form is also striking, but too
involved for discussion here.36
Though science (and science fiction) writers regularly picture a universe with lots of earth-like
planets and intelligent beings living on them, the right conditions for life now look like they may
be unique to earth in the entire universe.37 Certainly we live in a universe that would look
designed to an unbiased observer.
Proponents of scientism speak rather glibly about a naturalistic origin of life through a series of
chemical reactions in the atmosphere, oceans and tidal ponds of the early earth. But when actual
details and scenarios are examined (as Robert Shapiro does in his book Origins), and when actual
numbers are supplied for the probabilities, the whole idea moves from the plausible to the
ludicrous.38 The time and opportunity are not there -- not on earth, not on a thousand earths, not
in a thousand universes. As William Dembski has said, “the probabilistic resources” of the
universe are insufficient for something like this to have taken place.39
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But a mind can construct a level of order that would never happen by chance. That's why an
archaeologist can look at a chipped stone and immediately discern it is an arrowhead, the work of
a mind and not of the random chipping and cracking that nature produces. Yet the amount of
information contained in the exact placement of the chips that make the stone an arrowhead is
minuscule compared with the information stored in the simplest DNA molecule. Thus, the claim
that the universe was initially mindless is merely the proposal of a worldview and not the
conclusion of a scientific research program. The enormous amount of information stored in DNA
points rather in the opposite direction.
4. Eternality
In scientism, the universe must somehow be eternal. Proponents of scientism generally realize
that there is no rational alternative within their system to postulating that the universe (in some
sense) has always existed. Recall Sagan's remark that “the cosmos... is all that ever was.” The
recent triumph of the big bang cosmology in its no-bounce form badly undercuts this claim. Let's
see how this is so.40
In the last century, atheists typically opted for the visible universe being eternal and basically
static. They were aware that no known laws would allow the stars to burn forever, but no one
knew how to make them burn as long as they obviously had. They knew that gravity was only
attractive, so that a static universe would have to have some force holding the stars apart or it
would eventually collapse. Yet the problem of a universe with a beginning was not squarely
faced.
As we learned more about atoms and their nuclei in this (20th) century, it was realized that mature
stars burn by converting hydrogen into helium. Life-spans were calculated for the various starsizes, and it became apparent that the visible universe had not been around forever, but only for
some billions or tens of billions of years. A long time, no doubt, but pretty short when
compared to infinity.
About the same time, it gradually became apparent that the universe was expanding -- distances
between ourselves and all galaxies but the local ones were increasing. Einstein could already have
predicted this in 1915 from his general theory of relativity, but the atmosphere of scientism at
the time was so much against this that he added a “fudge factor” to make the universe static. It
wasn't until Slipher and Hubble measured the recession rates of various galaxies that the fact had
to be faced. We live in a universe in which the galaxies are moving apart.
But if the universe is getting bigger, it must once have been smaller. Extrapolating this trend
backward into the past would point to a universe which was very small and very hot at a
beginning some billions of years ago. The Catholic astronomer George Lemaitre made such a
proposal in the late twenties (the earliest version of the big-bang theory), and the history of
cosmology since then has been a frantic attempt to avoid this beginning in spite of mounting evidence in its favor.
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George Gamow, for instance, sought to change the beginning into a bounce. In his view, the
universe from eternity past had existed as a mass of thin hydrogen gas which was collapsing
under its own gravity until just a few billion years ago, when it became sufficiently dense and hot
to rebound. Other cosmologists decided this single-bounce universe was too contrived and opted
for an oscillating universe which bounced every hundred billion years or so. Both models
restored the idea of an eternal universe and were the popular versions of the big-bang theory until
quite recently.
Meanwhile Fred Hoyle, Thomas Gold and Herman Bondi tried another tack to rescue the
universe from a beginning. They proposed an infinite, eternal universe with stars running down
and galaxies moving apart, but each place always looking about the same because new matter was
continually popping into existence to fill up the gaps and provide new star-fuel. They called this
the “steady-state” universe.
New discoveries in astronomy put pressure on the steady-state theory first. The model
predicted that objects such as galaxies and quasars should be uniformly distributed throughout
space (so long as the volume being considered was big enough to average out random
fluctuations). But in the 60s and 70s it became apparent that there were far more objects long
ago (at great distances) than there are now. Then the radio radiation predicted by the big-bang
theory was discovered, and for most astronomers, this put the last nail in the steady-state's
coffin. The universe was hotter and denser in the past than it is now.
Since the early 70s, the competition has been between various forms of the big-bang theory. Did
the universe begin at the big bang? Or was the big bang just a bounce from a previous contracting
phase of its history? One problem was that a universe which collapsed to the densities and
temperatures that characterize the big bang would not bounce but become a black-hole. And if
the theory of general relativity is true, then space and time (as well as matter and energy) came
into existence at the big bang. Thus the big bang itself appears to be a creation event!
Stephen Hawking attempts to avoid a creator at this point by postulating that the universe
popped into existence without a cause!41 His suggestion is so at odds with the basic methods of
science that he should be ashamed to hold such a theory and simultaneously sneer at Christians
for their supernaturalism. We at least propose an adequate cause for the universe. Thus the
apparent non-eternality of our universe is a serious scientific problem for scientism.
5. Locality
In a universe with matter-energy as the ultimate reality, one would naturally expect the
interactions between particles to be local, one bumping against the other. This is how the ancient
Greek atomists viewed it. When Newton proposed that forces operated at a distance by means
of fields, the materialists of his time were very skeptical; it seemed to them to smack of spiritism.42 Even after physicists got used to Newton's idea of fields, the basic view was that two
particles interacted by direct (local) contact of each with the field produced by the other. The
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rise of quantum mechanics has put serious pressure on this idea, and it now appears that there is
something like instantaneous interaction between widely separated locations.
Some of the strangeness of quantum phenomena in this regard can be seen in the famous two-slit
experiment and its relation to the controversy over whether light is particle or wave.43 In an
otherwise darkened room, light is sent out from a very small source at one end of the room and
detected by a photographic plate on the wall at the other end. With no intervening screens, the
plate will just fog up rather uniformly, which either waves or particles might do. If a screen with
a single narrow slit is set up a few feet in front of the wall, the plate when developed will show
one strongly exposed line which is an image of the slit, but with a pattern of dimmer lines around
it, a phenomenon called “diffraction.” These extra lines are not something particles would make,
but this is how waves operate. When the screen is made with two parallel slits in it, the pattern
changes to a whole series of nearly equally bright lines (called an “interference pattern”) rather
than just two images of the slits. Again, what we would expect from waves. So light is a wave,
right?
Now comes quantum mechanics. If we turn down the intensity of the light to a very low level, it
will not only take a long time for this two-slit interference pattern to form, but if we look at the
plate we will see that the pattern forms by an increasing number of dots on the plate which
gradually form this pattern, rather than by the whole interference pattern just getting clearer as
more light arrives. Apparently, the photographic plate is absorbing the light at a particular spot
each time (rather than all over at once), as though the light was arriving in particles instead of
waves! But particles wouldn't form interference patterns, and waves wouldn't be absorbed at
single points. What is happening? Are we dealing with some kind of dispersed, non-local
particles?
We're not finished yet. If one turns down the intensity of the light so much that only one “lightparticle” would be in flight from the source to the plate at any time, we still get our interference
pattern! But if we block up one of the slits, or even try to measure which slit the particle went
through, the pattern won't form! The same results are obtained if we run the experiment using
electrons rather than light. Somehow the particle “knows” about the other slit, whether you
think it only goes through one of them or both at once! There is something decidedly non-local
about matter and light.
This non-locality can extend to great distances, as we see more clearly in Einstein's attempts to
circumvent the uncertainty principle. Einstein proposed measuring two identical particles which
had just separated from one another in a decay event. Since they are identical, they will be
moving at equal speeds in opposite directions. So if we measure the speed of one and the
position of the other, we indirectly learn the speed and position of both, violating quantum
uncertainty. And if we measure the two when they are far enough apart, neither will know what
kind of measurement we did on the other, since information cannot be conveyed faster than the
speed of light. But a version of this experiment has recently been done, and Einstein was wrong.
Somehow the one particle did “know” what was done to the other, even though there was not
time for light to travel from one to the other!44
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Theoretical physicist John Bell has also shown that, if the quantum facts are correct -- no matter
what sort of theory we use to explain them -- reality must be non-local in the sense that mutual
influences can take place at rates exceeding the speed of light.45 Here again, we arrive at a
scientific result that is counter-intuitive to scientism, but consistent with a God who is
everywhere present and need not wait for light to bring information from some distant source.
Conclusions
In this paper we have looked at five areas where the view of reality proposed by scientism is
challenged by actual scientific observation. We called these areas prediction, continuity,
mindlessness, eternality and locality.
First, we saw that the predictive program of Laplace which, if successful, would have effectively
demonstrated the truth of scientism, has collapsed. The structure of nature is such that there
appears to be no way from within the universe to make accurate predictions beyond rather trivial
ones that are either broad-stroke, short-term or local. By contrast, the biblical evidence of
fulfilled prophecy22 (though not discussed here) points beyond this universe to the transcendent
God of the Bible.
Second, we saw that the attempt of scientism to explain reality without recourse to discontinuity
in nature faces serious empirical challenge. We looked in some detail at gaps in the fossil record
and at the inadequacy of the Darwinian mechanism, both of which point to real discontinuity in
the history of life. We might also have mentioned the origin of the universe and the origin of life
as further examples. All these are consistent with a theism in which God sometimes reveals
himself by intervention in nature.
Third, we saw that Darwin and Dawkins' proposal of no mind behind the universe is no better
than its ability to explain such apparent design as is known to exist. Though this proposal is
widely hailed as successful in biological evolution -- which we dispute in our discussion under
“continuity,” above -- it founders in explaining evidence of design in inanimate nature, both the
structure of the universe as a whole and the specific “fine-tuning” of our own environment here
on earth. Rather, these features are just the sort of thing we would expect from a Designer like
the God of the Bible.
Fourth, we saw that the necessity for scientism to have a eternal universe has stumbled over the
evidence that the cosmos began at the big bang some billions of years ago. Those who espouse a
materialist worldview must now retreat to a universe popping into existence without cause, thus
abandoning one of the primary axioms of science. Or they must propose that our universe is just
part of a much larger universe of which we can never have any evidence, thus abandoning their
claimed empirical superiority over Christianity. The believer's faith in the unseen is at least
based on objective evidence of divine revelation.
Lastly, we saw that the program of scientism to have a universe of merely local causation --
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where particles and fields only interact by contact -- seems to be doomed by developments in
quantum research. The apparently instantaneous interaction at a distance observed in Aspect's
experiment seems more consistent with an omnipresent, omniscient God than with a universe of
mindless particles and fields.
This should encourage us as Christians not to fear the forces of secularism which seem so
powerful and daunting in the media and education today. The God of the Bible really exists. He
has not left himself without testimony. We can trust him to keep his promises. He will not
abandon us to our enemies. May we seek to study and proclaim the truth, both as it is revealed
in God's word, the Bible, and in God's world, the universe.
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